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Weekly Police Call Summary for Cornelius 
June 21-27, 2014 
 
Date Call Summary 
6/21/2014 Theft - A woman was arrested and trespassed from Walmart for pushing a cart filled 

with $185 in beer and soda out of the store without paying. 

6/21/2014 Theft - A man was cited and released for leaving Walmart without paying for food 
items. 

6/21/2014 Suspicious Person, S Beech - caller reported a man sitting on neighbor's front steps.  
Man was waiting for homeowner.  No action. 

6/21/2014 Assist Person, Cornelius Theater - a verbal altercation in the women's restroom; 
complainant advised. 

6/21/2014 Suspicious Vehicle, S 20th - a man reports that he believes his home is being staked 
out by a man who tried to buy his cat; will try to get a license plate if the suspect 
returns. 

6/21/2014 Animal Complaint, S Ivy - a neighbor may have a rooster; referred to Code 
Enforcement 

6/21/2014 Noise Complaint, S Cherry - mariachi band; no action. 
6/21/2014 Disturbance, N 27th - several males heard shouting south of location; nothing 

found. 

6/21/2014 Theft, Walmart - suspect fled; no action. 
6/21/2014 Suspicious Vehicle, S Beech - Young adults "making out"; warned, called parent. 
6/21/2014 Juveniles, Walmart - teenagers hanging out in the parking lot, smoking, riding 

skateboards.  Asked to leave. 
6/21/2014 Suspicious Vehicle, N Davis - driver had pulled over to make a phone call; no action. 

6/22/2014 Assault - A caller reported a fight among about six persons on S 10th.  Arriving 
officers were able to contact one juvenile with facial injuries; he stated he did not 
know his assailants. 
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6/22/2014 Found Property - A citizen found a wallet and brought it in to the station.  The 
wallet contained a food handler's card with a name and address.  The officer drove 
to the address and confirmed with the wallet's owner that he had lost it early that 
morning.  Credit cards and identification were missing. 

6/22/2014 Disturbance - A fight broke out at Leo's Lair involving up to twelve people.  Two 
men from the instigating party were arrested on multiple charges, including 
Interfering with Police.  Hillsboro PD was also on scene. 

6/22/2014 Suspicious Vehicle, S 20th - vehicle checked, ok.  

6/22/2014 Suspicious Vehicle, N Holladay - people checked on; ok. 
6/22/2014 Animal Call, S 28th - two dogs locked in car; ok. 
6/22/2014 Shots Fired, N 7th - neighbor shooting bottle rockets and guns; could not locate 

situation or witnesses. 
6/22/2014 Animal Call, N Adair - dog in car; ok. 

6/23/2014 Suspicious Activity - A caller reported the theft of a bicycle in progress on N Davis.   
The suspect was located and detained, but upon investigation, the bicycle was not 
determined to be stolen. 

6/23/2014 Theft from Vehicle - Unknown person(s) entered an unlocked vehicle parked in the 
lot of an apartment complex on N Barlow.  Inside were keys to a different vehicle.  
The keys were taken, but nothing else was stolen. 

6/23/2014 Theft - A man left his truck parked in the lot of a business on Baseline over the 
weekend.  When he returned, he discovered that tools had been stolen from the 
tool box mounted in the bed. 

6/23/2014 Suspicious Circumstance, S Oleander - couple hears people in their shed; no one 
located. 

6/23/2014 Found Property, Cornelius Community Church - bike found, not reported stolen. 

6/23/2014 Suspicious Person, N Adair - caller complains that neighbor's guest walks around 
with little clothing offering children alcohol; host warned to control his guests. 

6/23/2014 Juveniles, S Linden - group of juveniles setting off fireworks; no damage, kids sorry.  
No action. 

6/23/2014 Assist Fire, N 20th - child fell out of two-story window; lifeflight activacted. 

6/23/2014 Littering, N Barlow - furniture dumped in the driveway of apartments; owner 
advised. 

6/23/2014 Suspicious Vehicle, N 10th - motorist assisted, not suspicious. 

6/23/2014 Traffic Crash, N 15th - car vs garage; no crime. 
6/24/2014 Unwanted - A trespassed person caused a disturbance and refused to leave Plaid 

Pantry property.  He was taken into custody and charged with Trespass, Resisting 
Arrest, and Interfering with Police; a taser was used to effect the arrest. 

6/26/2014 Juveniles reported missing, police and K9 team searched, relatives had picked up 
the kids 

6/27/2014 Resident reported fraudster called asking for money and posing as a PGE employee.  
No contact information.  

6/27/2014 Resident reported harassment by phone and text.  Deputy made contact and 
advised caller he would be arrested if he did not stop. 




